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Adashi C&C is a robust incident command system, combining situational 
awareness and resource management into one platform for fire and 
rescue services and commanders. Adashi C&C gives commanders 
an interactive dashboard for effective decision-making and asset 
mobilisation. The Adashi C&C solution is designed specifically to meet 
the needs of the UK Fire and Rescue Service. Adashi C&C provides 
situational awareness, real-time collaboration, tactical planning, 
tracking, management, communication, logging, and reporting.

INCIDENT COMMAND SOFTWARE
LIKE NEVER BEFORE SYSTEM FEATURES

  Seamless integration to command  
and control

  Map-based intelligence
  AVL of other responding appliances
  Critical information dashboard
  Real-time collaboration
  Enterprise platform
  Up-to-date wind and weather data
  Instant logging of all activities
  After-incident reporting
  Built-in risk assessment
  Intuitive touch-screen interface
  Integrated with the Adashi ecosystem
   Web independent - internet not 

Required
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Locally-Stored Information
Adashi C&C works on its own independent 
server, regardless of external cellular 
or internet service. Even when major 
networks fail or coverage does not extend 
to the incident location, first responders 
using Adashi C&C can access key 
mission-critical information locally-stored 
on the server and communicate with 
other units at the scene.

End-to-End Solution
Adashi C&C integrates with various 
public safety systems, including Gartan 
Technologies’ rostering platform and 
Adashi FirstResponse MDT software to 
provide an end-to-end solution for our 
users. With the combined Adashi suite 
of products, public safety agencies have 
a complete incident management tool to 
effectively handle emergencies at every 
step of the process.

Map-Based Management

With multiple map views at your fingertips, 
manage your incident directly on a map. 
Choose from your Esri layers, Google, Bing 
and Pictometry (where available). Draw on 
the map, view and place resources on a map, 
and share maps  for real-time situational 
awareness and a common operating picture.

Resource Management and Tracking 

Full AVL (Automatic Vehicle Location) allows 
incident commanders to see, communi-
cate, and re-route appliances in real time. 
Resources in the field instantly receive a 
pop-up notification of messages and the 
new assignment. Easily drag and drop roles 
and resources on the map to reflect either 
their current or planned location and include 
messages with their new assignments.

Tactical and Strategic Planning

Use the electronic tactical worksheet to 
develop a detailed Incident Action Plan, 
and assign resources directly onto the 
map. Drag and drop to efficiently manage 
roles and resources within the incident 
display. Define your strategy and game plan 
with all connected resources.

Collaboration

Get everyone on the same page fast. Use 
annotation to share a single encompassing 
view of the incident in real time with other 
connected users. Personnel can share 
information/photographs and collaborate in 
the collection of accurate and timely data.

Digital Planning Board

Draw and drag icons on the map to mark 
boundaries, define zones of approach, 
identify objectives, notate hazards or 
define sectors, staging areas, and more. 
Draw on maps, photographs, pre-plans, 
and other media. Share your strategy with 
all connected resources.

Collaboration & Common 
Operating Picture

Control Room Integration

Upon dispatch mobilisation, data is auto-
matically transferred. Critical information, 
including address/coordinates, incident 
notes, contact information, and responding 
appliances, is available to the incident 
commander. 

Drag-and-Drop Organisational Chart

When an incident is initiated, a flexible 
incident command org chart allows you to 
drag and drop your resources to groups and 
assignments. Organisational charts expand 
as the incident progresses. Maintain critical 
span of control at each level with ease. 

Pre-plans and Documents

Access and view pre-plan data and docu-
ments such as building plans, response 
plans, hydrants, hazards, and photographs. 
These pre-defined items of interest will 
appear automatically when the associated 
address or selected perimeter is chosen by 
you or your computer-aided dispatch (CAD). 
Annotate the pre-plan with crew entry points, 
icons, tasks, and responsibilities.

All-Hazards Database Management 

Add and modify hazard categories, types, 
and descriptions as needed to fit your organ-
isation’s specific needs. Add standard oper-
ating guidelines, local response plans, and 
other critical data to specific incident types. 
Populate your maps with automated airborne 
hazard prediction and map visualization of 
hot/warm zones, isolation distances, and 
evacuation areas based on real-time weather. 

Benchmarks and Checklists 

Customizable benchmarks and checklists 
are available at the touch of a button. All 
activities are time-stamped and recorded in 
the log to facilitate after-incident reporting.

Risk Assessment

Access important information about 
existing hazards to perform dynamic risk 
assessment. Adashi C&C also provides 
up-to-date information to facilitate accurate 
analytical risk assessment as the incident 
grows or progresses. Use Adashi C&C to 
track all activities at the incident ground and 
change strategy or implement additional 
safety controls as required by the nature of 
the incident.

Intelligence & Coordination

Adashi Systems is a Yorkshire Purchasing Organ-
isation (YPO) approved supplier. Public sector 
organisations across the UK can procure Adashi’s 
incident command software directly - no OJEU ten-
der required. Learn more via the YPO website at 
www.ypo.co.uk or by searching framework number 
000752 on the UK Government Contracts Finder site.  
www.gov/uk/contracts-finder.
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